Scoping Out VBX

Day 5: Solar System Scramble
Day 4: Star Catchers
Day 3: Star Rescue
Day 2: Moving Targets
Day 1: Asteroid Belt

VBOX Recreation

Day 5: Cosmic Bible Pen Pocket
Day 4: Nebula Coasters
Day 3: Constellation Journal
Day 2: Shooting Stars
Day 1: Planetary Super Balls

VBOX Crafts

A traditional VBS rotation schedule. It's flexible!

VBOX is designed as a stand-alone resource or as part of a traditional VBS rotation schedule. It's flexible!

In the game, (included in the VBX Leader Guide), time for preteens to unleash their energy with unique crafts. (Included in the Leader Guide)

Time for preteens to learn about missionaries around the world. (Available in the Missions Rotation Leader Guide)

Time for preteens to discuss the Bible content. One leader will stay with the group all week to develop relationships.

Time for preteens to unleash their energy with fun games. (Included in the VBX Leader Guide)

Time for preteens to engage in the Bible story and makes the Bible connection to daily life.

Time for preteens to engage in the Bible story and makes an icebreaker or introductory activity.

Time to introduce the theme and Bible content with an "Groups"

Corporate worship gathering of all VBS age groups.

Discovering The Invisible

Searching The Visible

Stargazers Galactic